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1 Introduction

The aim of our work is revitalizing the historical
Romanian texts with Cyrillic Scripts from the XVII
– XX century. The revitalization process consists
of a few main steps for instance: scanning, recog-
nition, and transliteration from Cyrillic Scripts into
Latin one. We researched various types of his-
torical documents such as: manuscripts, religions
books, dialectal text and others. The endeavor to
address the linguistic heritage of Romanian history
involves tackling several specific challenges, in-
cluding: (1) dealing with a multitude of language
evolution periods; (2) coping with the scarcity of
widely available resources; (3) managing the di-
verse array of alphabets used in historical printings,
including mixed Cyrillic-Latin “transition alpha-
bets”; (4) overcoming the absence of reliable tools
for accurately recognizing Cyrillic letters from var-
ious historical eras; (5) addressing the shortage
of lexicons suitable for the time periods of these
resources.

To surmount these obstacles, we have devel-
oped a comprehensive platform that seamlessly
integrates a suite of software components for im-
age processing, text recognition, and transliteration
into contemporary Latin script. This platform has
been finely tuned to handle text recognition and
transliteration across different historical epochs
and to accommodate the variations in alphabets
used in Romanian language printings in both Ro-
mania and the Republic of Moldova.

The latest resource we collaborated on pertains
to the dialectal texts published in Moldova in the
years ‘60–‘80 of the past century are of particular
importance for research in different fields of sci-
ence like: linguistics (especially dialectal, the his-
tory of the Romanian language, stylistics), history,
ethnography, folklore studies, sociology, psychol-
ogy, ethnolinguistics, sociolinguistics, psycholin-
guistics.

2 Recognition process

Considering our reliance on books as our primary
resources, we found it imperative to employ an
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) tool for the
conversion of image text into editable content. To
achieve this, we utilized Abbyy FineReader.

The OCR process for old books presented a com-
plex challenge, stemming from the idiosyncrasies
of historical typography, non-standardized spelling,
and the physical deterioration of documents due
to aging and use. To address this, we specifically
targeted three epochs (roughly the 18th, 19th, and
20th centuries- see Figure 1-3), each characterized
by distinct usage of the Cyrillic alphabet in Ro-
manian and, consequently, necessitating a tailored
approach to OCR.

Figure 1: XVIII century

Figure 2: XIX century, mixed alphabet

Figure 3: XX century

The technology supports virtual keyboards,
fonts, a transliteration tool, and other possibili-
ties. We created additional Python programs, for
example, a tool to select the historical period and
the geographical region, where the text was printed



(Iasi, Bucharest, Târgovişte, Bălgrad, Uniev, Sas
Sebeş, Snagov, Buzău etc) [1-2]. In particular, for
Bucharest, the system is trained in recognizing the
fonts from the Royal Typography and these of the
Bucharest Metropolitan Chair.

We meticulously developed historical alphabets
and sets of glyph recognition templates unique to
each epoch, accompanied by dictionaries featuring
proper alphabets and orthographies. Additionally,
we crafted virtual keyboards, fonts, transliteration
utilities, and other tools. This comprehensive tech-
nology and toolset enabled the successful recog-
nition of historical Romanian texts in the Cyrillic
script [1].

Furthermore, we designed dictionaries for ver-
ifying the spelling of old Romanian texts span-
ning the 17th to 20th centuries. This technology
was actively applied in the revitalization of cul-
tural heritage embedded in printed historical docu-
ments. Examples include "Numbers and Ideals" by
V. Andrunakievich, I. Kitoroaga (1969), the New
Testament (1646), Amfilohie Hotiniul’s "De obste
gegrafie" (1795), dialect texts (vol. 1, p. 1, 1969
published), mathematical books, and more.

3 Transliteration process

Regarding the transliteration process we developed
rules in collaboration with linguistics researchers
and we created the transliteration programs using
Python. Here is an example of recognized Roma-
nian text (17th century):

Figure 4: Fragment of recognized text

As we got the editable text, we can apply conver-
sion rules to get the text in modern Romanian Latin
script (MLR). The conversion rules can be“one-to-
one” and “one-to-many”. Rules may be context
dependent. Below we present the previous Roma-
nian Cyrillic text transliterated to MRL:

The transliteration utility has many settings and
features accessible by the user. One of the function-
alities we developed gives the possibility to convert
a Cyrillic text in two different modes: Translitera-
tion with actualization. In addition to the conver-
sion to the Latin script, some words and archaic
letters will be changed to the modern ones to allow

Figure 5: Fragment of transliterated text

the text to be more understandable. At the same
time, it takes away some specifics of the period.
For example, the old word nece will be replaced
by its modern version nici (neither). The text will
be converted to the MRL preserving archaic word
and syntactic structures, as we saw above. Translit-
eration of the dialectal text is challenging research
because of phonetic script. The Cyrillic alphabet
has approx. 80 letters with or without diacritics,
16 diacritics. Also, it has separators or even bonds.
Thus, after recognition we got approx. 100 charac-
ters for transliteration. The character’s position is
very important, as a result we created 273 rules for
transliteration. Our transliteration program runs 3
cycles depending on the context.

4 The Digitization Platform

We developed a Digitization Platform (DP) for the
digitization process of Romanian Cyrillic histori-
cal documents. DP is a web application that fea-
tures an interactive graphical interface and a set of
APIs designed and managed through Django Rest
Framework. This application offers seven consec-
utive steps to enable the recognition of Romanian
Cyrillic documents from the XVII-XX centuries,
transliteration of the texts into Latin script, editing
of recognized/transliterated texts, and downloading
or publishing the results [5].

The platform includes: (i)image processing en-
gines, such as ScanTailor , AFR, and OpenCV;
(ii)OCR models for Cyrillic characters, trained
on datasets gathered from documents printed in
the XVII-XX centuries; (iii)a transliteration tool
from old Romanian Cyrillic to contemporary Latin
script; (iv)virtual keyboards specific to the alpha-
bets used in previously mentioned periods, such
as the Romanian Cyrillic alphabet, the transition
alphabet, and the Soviet Cyrillic alphabet. The DP
architecture (see Figure 6) consists of a set of mod-
ules that are organized into 4 functional groups.



Figure 6: The architecture of Digitization Platform (DP)

5 LEXICOGRAPHICAL DIACHRONIC
ANALYSIS

Diachronic (across time) linguistics also known
as historical linguistics investigates and describes
the way in which languages change or maintain
their structure over time. Hence, our goal is on
the lexicographical diachronic analysis aspect of
the language. The application supposes digitiza-
tion of huge collections of historic texts and cre-
ation of the corresponding corpora. We selected
approx. 15,000 words from folkloric book [3] and
7,000 words from native lyrical songs to experi-
ment with diachronic analysis. The folkloric book
was printed using Moldavian Cyrillic Script, so
we had to recognize and transliterate it into Latin
Script with the tools described above. The next
step was to verify the orthography and to correct
the mistaken characters. This process was manual
and it took a long time. In the next step we got rid
of stop words by using a dedicated java program
with a list of stop words manually selected from
text. Some examples from the stop word list are:
“sunt” ((are (III, plural and I, singular)) very com-
mon verb), “de, ın, pe, de pe” (prepositions), “si,
ca, sa, ci, dar, de, fie, daca, ori” (conjunctions), etc.
After this step we obtained a clean text which was
involved in the next processes.

In the next step we tried to extract the words
in common and for this purpose we used latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) which is a generative
statistical model that allows sets of observations
to be explained by unobserved groups that explain
why some parts of the data are similar. We used a
version of this model implemented in the Python
framework, namely GraphLab [4]. In the config-
uration of the model, we set only to select words
from 1 topic and to iterate 200 times (optimal itera-
tions for our data, we experimented also with 300,
400 and 500 iterations with bad results). The final

step was to measure the difference between terms
from two different centuries and for this objective
we used Levenshtein distance which is a string
metric for measuring the difference between two
sequences. Also, for the optimal approximation of
the distance, Munkres algorithm was implemented
in Python.

6 Conclusion

We developed a tool pack containing, in particu-
lar, OCR templates and other additions to AFR
to recognize Romanian Cyrillic printings of the
17th–20th centuries. We found that better results
can be achieved when we use separate OCR tem-
plates for each typography. For further processing,
we developed the transliteration utilities that con-
vert the recognized text to the Latin script and vice
versa. We recognized and transliterated over 1000
pages of dialectal texts. The first volume of the
dialectal book was prepared for publication, the
other two books are used as resources for linguistic
dialectal corpora. With our Romanian colleagues,
we use the recognized historical texts and the col-
lected dictionaries in the development of several
projects: a diachronic corpus; lexicon for a POS-
tagger; PROIEL (Pragmatic Resources in Old Indo-
European Languages), etc.
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